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Choose one pencil case to look at carefully. Draw a labelled 
diagram in the box, then write six adjectives around your diagram 

to describe what the pencil case is like. 
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Choose two pencil cases to look at carefully. Draw a labelled 
diagram for each one, then write six adjectives around your diagram 

to describe what the pencil cases are like. 
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Choose two pencil cases to look at carefully. Draw a labelled 
diagram for each one, then answer the questions to describe what 

they are like. 

Pencil case 1: 

Pencil case 2: 

Name two differences 
between these pencil cases: 

What materials is it made from? 

How is it opened and closed? 

How big is it?

What materials is it made from? 

How is it opened and closed? 

How big is it?

Name two similarities between 
these pencil cases: 

Which pencil case do you 
prefer and why? 



Pencil Cases                                                                           Word Mat
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What is your pencil case like? 

What is your pencil case like? 

What is your pencil case like? 

rigid flexible hard soft

fluffy smooth shiny dull

stretchy stiff waterproof absorbent

light heavy transparent opaque

rigid flexible hard soft

fluffy smooth shiny dull

stretchy stiff waterproof absorbent

light heavy transparent opaque

rigid flexible hard soft

fluffy smooth shiny dull

stretchy stiff waterproof absorbent

light heavy transparent opaque
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What should a pencil case be like? Read the Criteria Cards and 
decide which of these columns they should go in. 

A pencil case has to 
be...

A pencil case could 
be...

A pencil case should 
not be...



Pencil Cases                                                                      Criteria Cards
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big enough to hold 
pencils and pens

made from glass transparent

really heavy
have secure joins 

so nothing falls out
made from paper

small enough to fit 
in a pocket

easy to carry 
around

opened and 
closed with a 

button

able to hold a 
rubber and a ruler

opened and 
closed with a zip

rigid

flexible waterproof
able to open and 

close securely

big enough to hold 
pencils and pens

made from glass transparent

really heavy
have secure joins 

so nothing falls out
made from paper

small enough to fit 
in a pocket

easy to carry 
around

opened and 
closed with a 

button

able to hold a 
rubber and a ruler

opened and 
closed with a zip

rigid

flexible waterproof
able to open and 

close securely


